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Executive Summary
This document of the Shift2Rail/Cross Cutting Activities project PLASA 2 describes a generic
framework for the assessment of simulations for use in virtual testing to support the
Authorisation process. The generic framework provides a baseline on which more detailed
standards for the development of virtual testing can be derived. The ultimate objective is to
drive the industry towards the wider use of simulations for approval of products and the
realization of the associated cost and schedule benefits that this will bring.
The other deliverables from the Work Packages dedicated to Virtual Testing in PLASA2 project
provided inputs used in the development of the generic framework. The PLASA2 deliverable D4.1
[1] assessed the application of virtual testing in the rail industry as well as applications in other
industries including the automotive, aerospace and nuclear. The generic framework proposed is
a development on some of these processes with modifications made to ensure its relevance to
the rail industry. The feedback elicited from key industry stakeholders, as described in PLASA2
deliverable D5.1 [2], was also incorporated into the development of the generic framework to
ensure alignment with expectations and other developments within the industry.
The generic framework is based around the following three pillars:






Simulation Categorisation (pillar one) is a method of assessing the product requirements and
design to set a target level for the simulation. This target level determines criteria that need to be
satisfied for the simulation to be deemed to be credible for use in the product approval process.
Simulation Credibility (pillar two) is the assessment of the developed simulation against criteria
for six factors related to the design, operation and management of the simulation. The output of
the credibility assessment is then compared to the target level from the output of the simulation
categorisation.
Compensation measures (pillar three) allows mitigation actions to be implemented where there
is a deviation between the target level of credibility and the level achieved by the simulation
assessed.

The decision on acceptability of the simulation as a means of proof of conformity of the product
is then made based on whether the credibility of the simulation achieves the target level derived
from the Simulation Categorisation and, in cases where there is a deficiency, the defined
compensation measures are deemed sufficient to manage the risk associated with the
deficiency. The application of the method for each of the three pillars is described in this
document.
The document also makes suggestions on how the output from the framework may be
documented and presented in support of the product approval process. Recommendations are
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made for the future development of the framework into a generic standard for use within the
rail industry.
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Definition of Terms
Authorisation

Certification
Field Tests
Key Parameter

Model
Qualification
Simulation

Tool
Validation

Verification

Virtual
certification
Virtual testing
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is the granting of approval by an official authority. In context of the
European railway industry Homologation/Authorisation is the granted
approval by NSA/ERA for placing products on the market.
In some cases, the word homologation is used for subsystem or component
level while authorisation is for the whole systems (train, signalling
system,etc.).In this document both definitions will be used equally.
is a third-party attestation related to products or systems provided by a
certification body.
are tests executed on the production train on a real railway track in
operational conditions.
A key parameter is a parameter which has high relevance for an analysis.
The parameter has direct significant impact on the analysis. It can be
distinguished to a parameter that is only slightly connected with the
context it is used in. Key parameters can be identified with a sensitivity
analysis (see section 7.1.1).
is a mathematical and/or physical representation of a system or a process.
is an activity to ensure the ability of a system or tool to fulfil the
requirements of the intended use.
is the use of a similar or equivalent system to imitate a real system so that
it behaves like or appears to be the real system. This may be a
computational model, SiL test rig or HiL test rig.
is an in house or vendor framework in which one may develop or embed
models enabling the execution of tests. It can be software and/or hardware
and parts of the real system can be installed in the tool.
is an activity to prove the conformance of the complete functionality to
specified requirements and the intended use.
In simulation context: The process of determining the degree to which a
model is an accurate representation of the real world.
In simulation context: The process of determining that a computational
model accurately represents the underlying mathematical model and its
solution from the perspective of the intended uses of modelling a
simulation.
is the use of evidence from virtual testing to support the authorisation
process.
is the use of simulations, HiL test rigs or a combination of both for
validation testing of a product.
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1. Introduction
Railway Undertakings need to prove the safety, compliance to legislation & regulations, and
infrastructure compatibility of their rail vehicles in order to obtain the Authorisation to operate.
This approval process according to European regulations poses two major challenges: Vehicle
costs and time-to-market. Indeed, the process can take many months and cost several million
euros. A significant part of this cost and time is related to the testing of the products.
Improvement in the ability to accurately model complex systems has led to simulations
becoming increasingly used in most industrial fields. Simulations have been used more
extensively in the railway industry as a means of design risk reduction in recent years while the
majority of the evidence for Authorisation is based on field test measurements. Recent research
and development projects in the railway industry have sought to enable simulation methods to
be accepted as part of the Authorisation process for products. This process has be-come referred
to as Virtual Certification.
Increased application of Virtual Certification methods – the use of simulations, or blend of
simulations and test, as evidence accepted for Authorisation – has the potential to achieve the
following without compromising the safety of the railway:




significantly reduce the cost and time to market for railway products by reducing the
testing time and access needs to specific configurations of the operational network;
enable all products to be assessed with identical input parameters and characteristics,
facilitating interoperability;
offer technical benefits by enabling more specified scenarios to be ‘tested’ and increase
the knowledge of the product performance;

Figure 1: Objective of PLASA 2 – Virtual Certification
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There are examples in specific technical areas where virtual testing is currently implemented as
documented in PLASA2/VC deliverable D4.1 [1] which provides a summary of the state of the art
of virtual testing. There remains, however, a significant opportunity to increase the application
of virtual testing to realise even greater benefits within the rail industry. The objective of the
PLASA2 Virtual Certification project is to propose a generic framework to assess the acceptability
of the use of Virtual Testing (VT) in the railway Authorisation process in order to realise these
benefits.
In addition to reviewing the application of Virtual Testing in the rail industry, the PLASA2/VC
deliverable D4.1 [1] assessed applications in other industries. The generic framework proposed is
a development on some of these processes with modifications made to ensure its relevance to
the rail industry. The feedback elicited from key industry stakeholders, as described in
PLASA2/VC deliverable D5.1 [2], has also been incorporated into the development of the generic
framework.
This document describes the generic framework and how it could be applied to support the use
of virtual testing in the Authorisation process. Section 3 of the document provides an
introduction to the generic framework and section 4 provides the detailed description of the
constituent elements of the framework and their application. Section 5 explains how the output
of the generic framework is used to determine the acceptability of a simulation for use in the
Authorisation process.
Recommendations for further development of the generic framework are defined in Section 6 to
enable its transition into a standard that may be applied in the rail industry.

1.1. Background
The potential benefits of virtual testing are understood by the Shift2Rail IP1 and IP2 and a
number of projects are developing Virtual Certification methods as part of their workplan. The
objective of this PLASA2/VC project was to give an overview of the approaches, their maturity
and provide a common interface to key stakeholders to ensure that the potential benefits can be
realised.
The roadmap of the PLASA2/VC project is illustrated in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 2: Concept of PLASA 2 – Virtual Certification
The project involved the following three stages:
1. State of the art analysis – a review of previous and existing Virtual Certification projects in
the railway industry including the perceived limitations and barriers for use in the
Authorisation process. A review of applications in the automotive, aircraft, spatial and
nuclear industries and the methodologies that underpin these will provide a baseline for
what has been achieved in comparable industries. This enabled a baseline status to be
derived from which this generic method could be developed. The output of this stage is
detailed in PLASA2/VC deliverable D4.1 [1].
2. Generic Methods and Processes – the objective of this phase is the production of the
generic framework described in this document for the application of virtual testing
techniques to achieve acceptance by Approval Bodies. The communication channel with
the key stakeholders (including Approval Bodies) was used to elicit requirements to
ensure that the generic framework will be acceptable and to provide feedback to the S2R
IP1, IP2 & IP5 on the specific approaches developed.
3. Dissemination and engagement with relevant stakeholders – this final stage is the
promotion of the derived generic methods and processes through implementation of a
structured plan for the engagement with the relevant stakeholders. Then a specific
strategy will be developed, to present the ideas, principles and benefits for the Railway
Sector using the approach of virtual testing for approval to the identified stakeholders.
This strategy defines how virtual testing for approval could be implemented into the
existing authorisation process, its legal framework, processes and the associated practical
arrangements. The output of this stage is detailed in PLASA2/VC deliverable D5.1 [2].
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The output from each of these preceding PLASA2/VC deliverables have been used to inform the
generic framework. This document defines the generic framework for the assessment of virtual
testing to determine the acceptability for use in the Authorisation process.
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2. Objectives of the Generic Framework
The PLASA2/VC Strategy and Standardisation Plan [2] emphasizes that in order to create an
incentive for the development of virtual tests in the European railway sector, a generic standard
must be produced and implemented that is universally applicable and comprehensive. The
specifications in the standard must be formulated in a way so that it can be used for all kinds of
virtual tests while still being sufficiently precise to enable informed decisions about the
applicability of a virtual test. If the aim is to create a strong incentive for innovation, the generic
standard must enable the decision that a virtual test is fit for purpose (e.g. as an EC type test). In
order to achieve this, generality and specificity need to be carefully balanced. The generic
framework proposed here must already consider this target conflict and give first indications but
cannot yet completely solve it. It should focus on providing a holistic and coherent overall
methodology for simulations. The detailed and final formulation should be part of the relevant
standardization activities and could be supported by a succeeding R&D project.
Additionally, according to the Strategy and Standardisation Plan [2], it must be ensured that the
application of the generic standard is voluntary. While this is not necessarily relevant for the
development of the generic methodology contained in this document, it must be emphasized for
the later development of a standard based on it.
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3. Introduction to the Generic Framework
The generic framework is formed of three pillars and each of the pillars is a method of
assessment. The three pillars are Simulation Categorisation, Simulation Credibility and
Compensational Measures as shown in the figure below. This section provides an overview of
the generic framework, an introduction to the three pillars and explains the interaction between
each. The detailed description of each pillar is provided in section 4.

Figure 3: The three pillars of the generic framework
The first pillar, ‘Simulation Categorisation’, is a method for defining a category for a simulation
depending on the source requirements for product or system to be simulated and its design. The
categorisation is independent of the simulation development and therefore may be determined
before the simulation strategy is defined. The objective of this pillar is to prioritise simulations
based on technical risk associated with the specific area of design.
The second pillar, ‘Simulation Credibility’, is an assessment of the developed simulation to
determine its credibility taking into consideration factors that can be influenced when
developing and using the simulation. The objective of this pillar is to measure the
trustworthiness of the simulation
The final pillar, ‘Compensational Measures’, is a method for assessing the viability of
compensational measures that may be applied to the use of a simulation to compensate for a
lack of trustworthiness. The objective of this pillar is to determine if underperformance in the
credibility assessment can be mitigated to allow the use of the simulation results.
The generic framework defines a process for integrating the output of the three pillars to
determine the acceptability of the use of virtual testing. These interactions are shown in Figure
4.
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Figure 4: Application of the generic framework
The outcome of the Simulation Categorisation pillar is a target credibility level that the
simulation should achieve to be acceptable for use to ensure conformance to the relevant
requirements.
The credibility assessment then determines a level of credibility for the specific simulation being
reviewed. The determined level of credibility can be compared to the target credibility level
derived from pillar one.
The compensational measures pillar allows mitigation actions to be implemented where there is
a deviation between the target level of credibility and the level achieved by the simulation
assessed. The compensational measures are to be clearly documented and assessed in order to
determine that the actions implemented are sufficient to compensate for the deficiencies of the
simulation.
Note: the compensational measures do not change the credibility level achieved in pillar two.
The decision on acceptability of simulation is then made based on whether the credibility of the
simulation achieves the target level derived from the Simulation Categorisation and, in cases
where there is a deficiency, the defined compensational measures are deemed sufficient to
manage the risk associated with the deficiency.
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4. Three Pillars of the Generic Framework
This section describes each of the three pillars in more detail and explains how they are applied
in the context of the overall generic framework.

4.1. Simulation Categorisation
4.1.1 Introduction
The general functions of the three pillar framework have been described in the previous section;
this section will elaborate on the simulation categorisation pillar, highlighting the key
development decisions and providing the rationale for them.
The purpose of the categorisation pillar is to set a target for which simulation models need to be
developed to successfully authorise a particular system or solution. This part of the process
focusses on things which cannot be influenced when developing a simulation, for example design
criticality or the maturity of a particular technology. More detail will be provided on these
categories in the forthcoming sections where they are further broken down into a collection of
independent factors which need considering by the user of the framework in determining the
target level of simulation characteristics.
It will be assumed for the remainder of this report that simulation methods are a specific
combination or subset of simulations, SiL and HiL components with defined and understood
performance parameters. These virtual tests are either already in existence or are to still be
developed yet their performance can be designed. Selection of suitable virtual tests to certify a
system, sub-system or process will be dependent on several factors that will independently
influence the target level of a simulation.
The objective of pillar 1 is to interpret a diverse set of requirements into target levels of scrutiny
for the simulation assessment process in pillar 2. To determine this level, it is important to identify
which factors could impact the outcome of a specific target level. The pedigree of the simulation
tools and the history of applying a specific simulation tool should not be included within the
categorisation pillar as this is a factor which can be influenced and should be considered in the
following phase of the framework. Therefore, focus is placed upon design requirements and
regulatory requirements. The following pillar (Section 4.2) considers the calibre of a simulation
method and its capability in testing the system under consideration against the defined functional
requirements or for assessing compliance with specific standards.
The process of target setting must stand the scrutiny itself due to the cost implications of
decisions. This is dependent on the nature of the system that is being approved and the nature
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of the standards which it must be complied with, as this will affect the level of scrutiny required
of the testing process. Having established regulatory factors and design factors to determine the
level of scrutiny required by the categorisation, the subsequent step is to decompose these into
sub-factors that will determine the target level. Figure 5 illustrates the suggested sub-factors for
both the regulatory factors and the design factors to define a level of technical risk. Regulatory
factors include safety criticality, functional requirements and direct regulatory requirements.
Design factors include technical complexity, TRL, system interaction complexity and essential
performance property. The following sections offer definitions on each on the factors and
describe the contextual influence on the target assessment level.

Figure 5: Specific regulatory and design factors for setting target level of categorisation

Understanding the relationships between these sub-factors is the key function of pillar 1 in order
to set targets that need to be met by the proposed virtual test. These targets intend to be
independent of the proposed testing approach, whether this is by extensive simulation methods,
or a combination of simulation methods and field testing, and set the required level of
investigation to which each of the assessments must be conducted. Figure 5 alludes to mapping
factors that translate the sub-factors on the left to a specific target level for the simulation on
the right. The process of achieving this is discussed in Section 4.1.2, however it must be noted
there is a technical risk associated with this as the outcome will ultimately impact the
trustworthiness of the simulation method. There is recognition that risk is present in this
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process, which means that an understanding of trust is important to enable operation to be
undertaken in the presence of that risk. Each requirement is assessed by considering it
independently across each regulatory factor. The system of interest is assessed by considering it
against the design factors. A combination of these provide an overall level of assessment that
sets the target in pillar 2.

4.1.2 Assessing Regulatory Factors
These sub-factors are concerned with the standards or regulations which a product/ service
needs to adhere to. The primary focus is on what the function of the system needs to be and is
intended to be independent of the designed solution and technology implemented to meet
these. These attributes are also intended to be independent of the simulation adopted to assess
the approval requirement. Figure 6 shows factors by which individual requirements can be
assessed and what type of attributes have a ‘high’ influence on the level required for simulation
assessment, and what attributes have a ‘low’ influence.

Figure 6: Regulatory Factors that influence simulation target level of assessment
The terms described in figure 6 are defined according to the following:




Safety Criticality: the level to which the requirement is safety related. Highly rated
requirements (e.g. SIL 4 [3]) would require any subsequent test scenario to be
accountable to the highest level of scrutiny. Area criticality is a key driver for the level of
evidence needed.
Regulatory requirements: relates to mandatory or stated requirements in standards or
regulations that are not directly safety related, but are necessary to obtain regulatory
system approval.
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For the purposes of defining an overall level for the influence of regulatory factors, the initial
requirement is assessed against each factor according to the following descriptors in Figure 7.
The regulation obtains a level for each regulatory factor based on the best fit to the descriptors.
The levels are divided into 4 tiers to define the influence level of each regulatory factor, with ‘4’
the highest level. This level of resolution is synonymous with the level of resolution specified in
later descriptors for simulation assessment.

Figure 7: Descriptors to assign regulatory factor influence levels of requirement
The overall influence level of regulatory factors is obtained by identifying the maximum score
across the factors. This way the most pertinent requirement need fundamentally defines the
level to which scrutiny should be applied.

4.1.3 Assessing Design Factors
The design factors are fundamentally concerned with the system of interest and the nature of
the system under scrutiny for approval. The intention is to capture the overall complexity of this
system on the premise that more advanced or intelligent technology will require more scrutiny
during testing. Figure 8 shows factors by which the system of interest can be assessed and what
type of attributes have a ‘high’ influence on the level required for simulation assessment, and
what attributes have a ‘low’ influence.
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Figure 8: Design Factors that influence simulation target level of assessment
The terms described in figure 8 are defined according to the following:







Technical complexity: can be determined by several properties. Firstly, complexity can be
determined by the number of nodes within a specific system boundary. Commonly, the
more complex a system is, the more interconnectivity exists between constituent nodes
or sub-systems, which requires an elaborate integration process for the system to
achieve its design requirements. Additionally, technical complexity can be marked by the
level of autonomy embedded with the system. This is common in systems which are
underpinned by software requirements.
Novelty: looks at whether the system is pre-existing, or it is a novel design which may
include new technologies. Novelty can also be looked at in terms or TRLs.
System complexity: relates to the complexity of systems as part of organisations. As
system complexity increases the boundaries between systems can become fuzzy and less
control is apparent as more decision points are apparent. Control is highest in simple
systems where the system performs respective to its design.
Essential performance: relates to the performance in relation to design requirements.
Highly prioritised performance requirements may require elaborate testing to assess
presence, particularly in more complex systems where interconnectivity is highest.
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In order to attribute an overall level of influence the system of interest is reviewed in relation to
the sub-factors and assigned an influence level dependant on how it will meet the descriptors in
Figure 9. The system is assessed against all factors independently such that a score is obtained
for each.

Figure 9: Descriptors to assess requirements to obtain design factors influence level
As with the regulatory factors, the overall influence level of design factors is obtained by
identifying the maximum score across all categories.

4.1.4 Obtaining Target Level for Simulation Assessment
In order to understand the overall target level required for the simulation assessment, the needs
of the regulation are balanced against the design considerations of the system of interest. Figure
10 shows the mapping proposed between the two areas. The level assigned to the regulatory
factors are on the vertical axis, and the level assigned to the design factors is on the horizontal
axis. The number obtained from the resultant grid reference is the level required for simulation
assessment.
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Figure 10: Mapping of Regulatory and Design Factors to Simulation Assessment Level
This mapping reflects that systems that require a high regulatory standard or those which have
high levels of complexity require the greatest scrutiny with regards to approval. This infers a
greater requirement on the level to which the simulation scenarios need assessment in pillar 2.
This mapping also allows systems of low complexity and lower importance on requirements to
have a sufficiently easier route to service.
It is clear from this figure that a sensible and accurate measurement of system attributes are
required. There is a clear risk that over-stating requirements or technical complexity enforces unneeded scrutiny and processes in the simulation assessment. Conversely, understating needs
would mean that credibility of virtual tests may not be scrutinised to the level fundamentally
required for system assurance.

4.2. Simulation Credibility
4.2.1 Introduction
The objective of the credibility assessment is to measure the trustworthiness, or credibility, of
the simulation. The assessment is required to consider all aspects of the simulation lifecycle in
order to provide sufficient evidence that the simulation is fit for purpose.
The assessment is to be determined by analysing factors associated with the simulation split into
the following groups:
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Simulation Development which is a consideration of the simulation design and
production.
Simulation Operation which assesses the use of the simulation including inputs and
outputs.
Simulation management which is focussed on the processes and documentation for the
simulation and this aspect cuts across the other two groups.

There are a number of factors in each of these three groups and the following sections of the
report describe:



the criteria to be demonstrated in order to achieve each level within a factor; and
the methods, steps or processes to be followed to achieve the relevant criteria.

The Credibility Assessment results in the simulation under assessment being awarded a score
between 1-4 for each of the factors with 4 being the most onerous. This score can then be
compared to the target level derived from the Simulation Categorisation process. A score of 0 is
awarded in the event that the simulation under assessment fails to achieve the criteria defined
for level 1.

4.2.2 Simulation Development Factors
This section covers the verification and validation factors related to the development of a
simulation. In the Simulation Credibility pillar, both phases are evaluated and are considered as
separate factors. The achieved levels for both factors significantly influence the simulation
credibility.

4.2.2.1. Verification
In the context of simulation, the verification process ensures that a computational model
accurately represents the underlying mathematical model and its solution.
Based on the categorization of simulation, the requirements for the different levels of the factor
verification are shown in the following table.
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Level

Target

Example methods

4

The practices for verification of the tool and verification of
the model embedded in the verified tool are based on
reliable strategies and techniques. These include all
subcomponents or subroutines. All Errors are identified and
satisfy the specified requirements.

Tool verification: benchmarking

3

The practices for verification of the tool and verification of
the model embedded in the verified tool are based on
formal strategies and techniques. These include all key
subcomponents or subroutines. All key Errors are identified
and satisfy the specified requirements.

Strategy + Techniques are field
specific:

2

1

The practices for verification of the tool and verification of
the model embedded in the verified tool are documented.
These include the key subcomponents or subroutines. Key
Errors are identified and satisfy the specified requirements.

Model verification:


Reference/test cases



Benchmark object
(input- and output data
described in detail)

Tool verification:

The practices for verification of the tool and verification of
the model embedded in the verified tool are informal.
Errors are identified.



Regression testing



Numerical convergence

Figure 11: Level Ranking for Verification
Generally, verification has to be split up in verification of the used tool (including tool
components such as test rigs in HIL, other hardware components that are not part of the tested
system, software tools and operating systems, and all interfaces of tool components) and
verification of the model in the verified tool. Although in this analysis both steps are grouped in
one factor, it is necessary to consider both steps separately. In order to differentiate various
levels of verification, the degree of fulfilment of three subfactors is to be assessed. These three
subfactors are derived from the fundamental aspects during verification: The identification of
errors, the level of detail in this analysis and the applied practices for that. Figure 12 shows the
layout of the aspects to be assessed for the factor verification.
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Verification
Tool Verification

Model
Verification

Practices

Practices

Errors

Errors

Level of
detail

Level of
detail

Figure 12: Verification layout
The verification practices should detect accuracy, limitations and functionality of boundary
conditions and interactions. The techniques and strategies used for this purpose are assessed in
the ranking. The targets for the highest Level 4 are reliable, well established and broadly
accepted techniques and strategies in the specific field of application. These techniques and
strategies can be newly developed, but their use and effectiveness require full evidence. In order
to demonstrate compliance with Level 3, the verification practices must be formal, which means
that they have almost the same requirements as in the highest level, but the techniques and
strategies are not tailored for the specific field of application. Level 2 requires techniques and
strategies that are at least documented and therefore understandable. Level 1 requires
verification activities based on informal strategies and techniques that are not further
documented.
With the help of the applied verification practices, tool and model errors are identified. These
errors have to be compared to the defined requirements of the simulation. These errors can be
categorized into key and non-key errors (see definition of ‘key parameter’). In the highest Level 4
all errors should satisfy the defined requirements, in Level 3 all key errors should reach this and
in Level 2 this is not required for all key errors, see figure 13. The target for Level 1 is just the
identification of errors.

Figure 13: Errors in verification phase
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The level of detail in which the tool and the model are analyzed, forms the third basis for the
verification factor. The target for Level 4 is the analysis from top to down to the deepest
subroutine or subcomponent. The analysis for Level 3 is limited to all key subroutines or
subcomponents whereas Level 2 requires this not for all key subroutines or subcomponents.
The specification of methods to be used in order to reach a specific level cannot be generalized
for the verification factor, because the methods are too field specific. In spite of this, a possibility
of demonstrating tool verification Level 4 can be carrying out a widely tool benchmarking. Basis
for this is the same model which is tested in different tools under the same conditions. This
directly offers the chance to use the most suitable tool.
Further methods, especially for model verification, are described in [1], for example the idea of
specific test cases. Methods for demonstrating tool verification are, in context of numerical
simulations, developed in computer science; examples are ‘numerical convergence’ or
‘regression testing’. For further methods, it is referred to EN50657 [3].
It should be noted, that in numerical simulation, software of third parties is often used. This
means that the tool verification is possibly already done by the software manufacturer. This
should be carefully proved, and this verification result can then be used for assessing the level of
the verification factor.
The performed activities in the verification phase and the requirements which should be
demonstrated are to be documented in a verification report, that is part of the full
documentation.
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4.2.2.2. Validation
The process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate representation of the
real world is called validation.
The table below shows the targets that a simulation should achieve for Levels 1 to 4.
Furthermore, some example methods are mentioned which could support the target
achievement.
Level

Target

Example methods

4

The practices for validation are based on reliable strategies
and techniques. The measurement data of the reference
object come from a real system operating in its environment
and all relevant states are entirely described. The validation
points completely span the domain of application for the
reference object. With respect of limit values, which are
based on an extensive analysis, the comparison with the
reference object shows an agreement in all outputs.

Objective mathematical decision
model with strict limit values

3

The practices for validation are based on formal strategies
and techniques. The measurement data of the reference
object come from a real system operating in a
representative environment and all key states are entirely
described. The validation points mainly span the domain of
application for the reference object. With respect of limit
values, which are based on established experience, the
comparison with the reference object shows an agreement
in all key outputs.

Objective mathematical decision
model with soft limit values

The practices for validation are documented. The
measurement data of the reference object come from a
similar reference system operating in a representative
environment and key states are described. The validation
points (at least 2) are within the domain of application for
the reference object. With respect of limit values, which are
based on experience, the comparison with the reference
object shows an agreement in key outputs.

Soft/subjective limit values
without specific requirements
(qualitative parameters)

2
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1

The practices for validation are informal. Measurement data
of the reference object is available. The conceptual model
addresses the purpose.

Comparison of parameters which
have high impact on results
Conceptual comparison without
any requirements

Figure 14: Level Ranking for Verification
Similar to the verification factor, for the validation factor, the degree of fulfilment of five
subfactors is to be assessed. These five subfactors consider the significant domains of validation:
The object, to which a simulation is compared to (the similarity of the reference object), the
similarity of the environment, the domain of validation, the compared outputs, the origin of limit
values and the applied practices for that. Figure 15 shows the layout of the aspects to be
assessed for the factor validation.
Validation
Practices

System similarity

Environment similarity

Domain of validation

Outputs

Origin of limit values

Figure 15: Validation layout
One subfactor in the ranking are the practices - the techniques and strategies - used to
determine the degree of representativeness of the simulation. The target for the highest Level 4
are reliable, well established and broadly accepted techniques and strategies in the specific field
of application. These techniques and strategies can be newly developed, but their use and
effectiveness require full evidence. In order to demonstrate compliance with Level 3, the
validation practices have to be formal, which means that they have almost the same
requirements as in the highest level, but the techniques and strategies are not tailored for the
specific field of application. Level 2 requires techniques and strategies that are at least
documented and therefore understandable. Level 1 requires validation activities based on
informal strategies and techniques that are not further documented.
Core of validation is the comparison of the simulation and the reference object. The object itself
and the environment in which it interacts is of interest when considering the subfactors
similarity. The greatest similarity arises when the simulation model is precisely aligned with the
reference object. This means that simulation and reference describe an object of the same type,
e.g. a wheelset of a specific design. On the other hand, the similarity is less if the simulation is
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compared with a reference object that is only similar but not the same. Referring to the example
above, the wheelset would have a similar but not the same design. When assessing the
environment similarity, the principles are the same. Greatest similarity is reached, when the
simulation environment is precisely aligned with the referent environment. An example is the
considered weather conditions for the wheelset which affect the slipping coefficient in the
wheel/rail contact in MBS.
Bringing this into a schema and connecting with the levels for validation, the following targets
concerning similarity are required, see figure 16.

Figure 16: Levels for similarity
The validation testing domain describes the space that is spanned by various validation points.
Different validation points arise when parameters are varied during the validation and each of
these points are compared with the corresponding point of the reference object, see figure 17.

Figure 17: Validation testing domain
The target for Level 4 is that the validation domain spans the significant domain of the
application domain. The resolution of testing points is sufficiently close to avoid interpolation
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issues. For Level 3 the validation domain should span the main part of the application domain.
Level 2 requires at least more than one validation point in the application domain; for Level 1
one validation point is sufficient.
The compared results of the simulation and the referent can be categorized into key and non-key
outputs (see definition of ‘key parameter’). In the highest Level, 4, all outputs should meet the
limit values, in Level 3 all key outputs should reach this and in Level 2 this is not required for all
key outputs. In Level 1 the differences of simulation and referent outputs are not compared to
limit values.
Limit values are used to determine the difference between simulation outputs and outputs of
the reference object can be. These limit values clearly decide whether the discrepancy leads to
acceptance or non-acceptance of the simulation. For this reason, the origin and development of
the limit values are of crucial importance. Therefore, in this analysis, particular importance is
attached to the origin of these limit values: For Level 4 the origin of these limit values should be
based on an extensive analysis, while for Level 3 they should be based on established experience
from experts. In Level 2 the requirements are softer and subjective experience is enough.
Figure 14 also mentions some methods which help to show conformity of the Levels 1 to 4. A
broadly accepted method of validation Level 4 is a mathematical decision model with strict limit
values, as used in the standard for running characteristics [4]. The use of an independent
reviewer, who is expert in the specific field of application and assess the validation activities, is a
method for demonstrating the requirements for Level 3, an example is the alternative method in
the standard for running characteristics [4]. The requirements for Level 2 are lower, for example
it can be sufficient to compare qualitative parameters (in the form of curves, sequence of
scenarios, etc.) instead of quantitative ones. To reach Level 1 it is necessary to compare
parameters which have high impact on results without any requirements.
When implementing extensions to the existing approval (EoA) through simulation, the
requirements for validation do not differ. A major advantage here, however, is that the targets
are usually much easier to meet. In particular, the requirements for the data for Level 3 and 4
are available and the similarity of the system and environment is ensured via the real tests that
have already been carried out.
The activities done in the validation phase and the requirements which should be demonstrated
are to be documented in a validation report, that is part of the full documentation.
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4.2.3 Simulation Operation Factors
4.2.3.1. Input Data
The input data factor addresses the pedigree of all the data used in the simulation operation.
Specifically, it ranks the credibility of such data by evaluating their provenance and traceability:
i.
ii.

recording any modifications from the original, possibly real-world, source, through all
stages of processing until their final form; and
assessing their adequacy, that is, their scope (completeness, breadth, diversity) and form
(account of uncertainty, statistical representation).

As a result, the method to rank the input data factor essentially relies on the documentation of
its traceability. For the lowest level, informal traceability of some input data would be enough,
with minimal or no documentation required; for the highest, full formal traceability of all input
data to the real-world system must be documented in a dedicated report, guaranteeing
acceptable scope and form.
Note that the input data factor does not assess the quality of the data per se, which is in practice
captured by the validation (Error! Reference source not found.) and uncertainty (Error!
Reference source not found.) factors; instead, it evaluates the quality of the process of recording
and tracing that data.
The complete ranking of the input data factor is presented in Figure 18: Ranking of input data
18, including descriptions of threshold criteria and compliance methods. The attributes or subfactors to reach each level are given in Figure 19.
Level Threshold criteria
4

All input data known and fully traceable to the real-world
system; all data are acceptable in terms of scope and uncertainty

3

All input data are known and can be traced to a sufficiently
representative referent; all significant data are acceptable in
terms of scope and uncertainty

2
1

Most input data are known and traceable to formal
documentation; processes to establish significant data are
known; uncertainties in all data are at least estimated
Some input data are known and traceable to informal
documentation; sources of all significant input data are known;
uncertainties in input data may not even be estimated
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Figure 18: Ranking of input data

Level Source

Scope

Form

4

Official, measured
from the real-world
system

Multiple instances of source; realworld system in operation for an
extended time with plenty of officially
documented data

Empirical and stochastic,
out-of-range bounds
checking

3

Another model or
analysis; derived
from knowledge or
calculation from the
physical
characteristics of the
system

Multiple instances of source
preferable; single instance may be
acceptable

Statistical significance

2

Analogous system;
data similarity must
be documented

Set of historical values or specified
from system requirements; input data
credibility limited to that of the
analogous system

Range of values

1

Unofficial,
informed;, educated
estimate of subject
matter expert

Based on knowledge/experience

Deterministic

Figure 19: Attributes for ranking input data

4.2.3.2. Uncertainty
Although the notion of uncertainty has already been raised when defining the factors related to
validation and input data, it is necessary to verify that uncertainty is properly taken into account
within an overall approach, from input data to output data analysis. Indeed, when replacing field
tests by simulations, it is necessary not to simply compare one physical test to a single simulation
but also carry out this comparison through uncertainty. The uncertainty factor aims at ranking
the degree of consideration of the different sources of uncertainties.
These different sources can be listed as:


errors due to measurement process (sensors characteristics, data processing) or modelling
process (for instance, for a numerical simulation, the choice of a mathematical model and the
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choice of a numerical resolution approach – algorithm and numerical parameters such as
initial values, thresholds for convergence, etc. – can affect the level of error and accuracy of
the results);
scatter of the system to be approved (for instance, for a mechanical component, scatters in
the material and structural properties are observed and generally depend on the
manufacturing process and ageing/damage during operations) and variability due to various
configurations that can be encountered in a train;
variability of other parameters related to the operational conditions (loads – for instance:
track irregularities, running speed - and environment – for instance: external temperature,
hygrometry…).

The main difficulties encountered when trying to consider uncertainties are of two categories:
how do we get relevant and exhaustive data (see input data factor) and how do we take them
into account, in combination with a deterministic simulation approach (uncertainty factor)?
A proposal for ranking the uncertainty factor is given in this section. The targets and associated
proposed methods for each level are given in Figure 20. They are shortly described afterwards.
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Level Target

Method/Steps

4

All identified significant uncertainties
are characterized, modeled and taken
into account.
When uncertainties caught from physical
tests and virtual tests are significantly
different, an adaptation of the acceptance
criteria is proposed (model validation
and product validation)

Full reliability method, taking account of input data
variability and modeling/simulation uncertainties.
Once properly characterized, variability is
propagated in the deterministic model and a
statistical analysis of results is carried out.

3

Preliminary studies enable to identify the
input parameters with highest effect on
the results. These parameters and their
variability are carefully characterized
and modeled. Several virtual tests are
then carried out to capture the variability
of the response of the system.

Variability of parameters with highest impact on
results is modeled, and many simulations are
carried out.
For example: with a Monte Carlo approach or, for
running dynamics, various sections of track with the
same geometric characteristics are taken as inputs

2

Variability is characterized and modeled
within a single parameter. The safety
factor is replaced by a reliability factor
which is not a margin but an assessment
of variability.

Method such as the Stress-Strength Interference
Analysis is used.
In-service measurements are used to characterize an
overall scatter for the load. Measurements in
laboratories enable to characterize the scatter of
component strength

1

Most of the time, virtual testing and
physical testing do not represent the
same variability and do not induce the
same uncertainties. Knowing that,
feedback from experience helps to assess
a safety factor that guaranty the GAME
approach (at least as safe as) when
replacing field tests by virtual tests.

Uncertainties are assessed qualitatively and are
taken into account through a safety factor (margin)

Figure 20: Ranking of uncertainty
Level 4 and Level 3 refer to the full reliability approach described in subsection 7.3.4 of the
PLASA2 deliverable D4.1 [1]. The approach consists of three steps schematized in Figure 21: (i)
considering the variability of the input data; (ii) propagating them in the deterministic simulation
model (numerical simulation, HIL, SIL); and, (iii) analysing the distribution of the output
parameters. The difference between Level 3 and Level 4 lays on the way input data variability is
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considered: for level 4, each independent key parameter is characterized by a distribution, while
for level 3, only the parameters with the most significant effect on results are considered and
instead of a full characterization of each independent parameter, global parameters can be used
instead.
To better understand the difference between Level 3 and Level4, let’s consider the example of
running dynamics. Within a Level 4, all parameters such as rail and wheel profiles, statistical
distributions of geometrical defects of the track, distribution of the friction coefficient, etc. are
fully characterized. Within a Level 3, variability is defined by global track parameters such as
curvature, cant deficiency, etc. Several portions of measured tracks are used as input data for
simulations.

Figure 21: Full reliability approach
Level 2 refers to the Stress Strength Analysis approach described in D4.1. and schematized in
Figure 22. All uncertainties are incorporated in a single scalar factor. But this factor is properly
characterized to represent the total variability of the system.
Stress

Strength

Pf < Pf_objective

Figure 22: Stress strength analysis approach
In Level 1, a safety factor is used, which does not pretend to be an assessment of uncertainties of
the system like in Level 2 but a margin that assures that we are on the safe side. This factor
generally comes from the return of experience from railway stakeholders and sometimes is not
perfectly traceable anymore.
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Figure 23: Safety factor approach
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4.2.4 Simulation Management
Simulation Management factors are those linked to the organisation structure, competence of
the resources, the processes that are available and level of review applied throughout simulation
lifecycle.
In this generic framework the simulation management aspects have been categorised as:




Organisation which relates the organisation structure applied and the competence
assessment of the resources involved in the development, validation, operation and
maintenance of the simulation.
Processes and assessment which covers the process quality and adherence and the level
of independent review to confirm this.

The requirements of EN Standard ‘General requirements for the competence of testing and
calibration laboratories’ [5] should be considered as part of the two factors related to
management of the simulations. The following sections, however, provide the key criteria
required to achieve the different levels derived from the simulation categorisation.

4.2.4.1. Organisation
Based on the categorisation of simulation, the requirements for the different levels of the factor
organisation are shown in the table below.
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Level Threshold criteria

Methods / Steps

As Level 2 with the addition of:

4

Validator shall be independent of the Verification team
and should not report to the project manager to ensure
impartiality
Competence management process is applied and
evidence of appropriate application has been recorded
and independently assessed

3

2

As Level 4
The organisation structure is defined with clear roles
and responsibilities.
Independence maintained between design team and
verification/validation team
The organisation has procedures in place to manage
competence of personnel against all roles to ensure
appropriate allocation of resource.
The organisation structure is defined with clear roles
and responsibilities.

1

The organisation has procedures in place to manage
competence of personnel against all roles to ensure
appropriate allocation of resource.

Organisation structure and roles and
responsibilities documented. Evidence
provided to demonstrate the independence
of the Validator
Competence Management process is issued
and being applied
Clear link between competence of
individuals and their allocated roles in the
organisation
Independent audit report to confirm
Competence Management implemented
correctly
Organisation structure and roles and
responsibilities are clearly documented.
Evidence provided to demonstrate the
independence of the design team from
verification/validation team
Competence Management process is issued
and being applied
Organisation structure and roles and
responsibilities are clearly documented.
Competence Management process is issued
and being applied

Figure 24: Ranking of organisation
This factor covers the organisation structure and the competence of the resources in the defined
roles within the organisation. A clear organisation, with well defined roles and responsibilities,
and a Competence Management process provide assurance of structured development and
operation of the simulation. This is required to achieve Level 1 and any organisation not able to
demonstrate this will be assessed as Level 0. The two differentiators between the Levels 1 to 4
relate to: (a) specific organisation requirements relating to design, verification and validation;
and, (b) the demonstrable evidence of application of a robust Competence Management system.
The requirements relating to design, verification and validation are aligned with the
organisational requirements in EN50657 ‘Software on Board Rolling Stock’ [3]. Independence
between the design team and the team responsible for verification and validation is required in
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order for Level 2 to be achieved. The Validator shall be independent of the Verification team and
should not report to the project manager for a Level 3 to be achieved. This is necessary to ensure
impartiality of the Validator and mitigate the risk of project pressure being applied to the
resource responsible for confirming the validity of the simulation.
Achievement of Level 2 from a Competence Management perspective requires confirmation that
a Competence Management process being applied. Further documented evidence
demonstrating a clear link between competence of individuals and their allocated roles in the
organisation is required to achieve a Level 3 and an Independent audit report is required to
confirm that the application of the Competence Management processes is robust.
Differentiation between Levels 3 and 4 is extremely difficult for this factor without setting
requirements on provision of CVs, qualification documentation etc. for resources working on the
project. This level of documentation was deemed excessive and for that reason the requirements
for Level 3 and 4 are identical.

4.2.4.2. Processes & Assessment
This factor is an assessment of the robustness of processes in place to manage the development,
operation, maintenance, analysis and reporting of the simulation. It also sets requirements for
the level of independent review that is required in order to achieve a defined level.
Based on the categorisation of simulation, the requirements for the different levels of the factor
‘Processes & Assessment’ are shown in the table below.
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Level Threshold criteria

Methods / Steps

Processes formally issued and implemented rigorously
with continuous improvement activities in place.
Rigorous application of Configuration Management for
all aspects of the simulation.
4

Progressive assurance throughout the process
Independent review of process compliance through
lifecycle.

Processes formally issued and implemented rigorously.
Rigorous application of Configuration Management for
all aspects of the simulation
3
Progressive assurance throughout the process
Independent review of process compliance through
lifecycle.

2

1

Processes documented for simulation development and
operation
Configuration Management is established and applied
using formal methods
External peer review implemented through lifecycle
Processes available
Configuration Management applied using informal
methods
Formal internal peer review

Assurance Plan and associated process
documents controlled with RoE implemented.
Configuration Management applied for all
aspects of the simulation with clear traceability
to the product design and construction.
Reviews held with key stakeholders
throughout the lifecycle
Technical Assessment Report issued by an
organisationally independent assessor to
confirm process compliance and validity of
simulation
Assurance Plan and associated process
documents controlled.
Configuration Management applied for all
aspects of the simulation with clear traceability
to the product design and construction.
Reviews held with key stakeholders
throughout the lifecycle
Technical Assessment Report issued by an
organisationally independent assessor to
confirm process compliance and validity of
simulation
Processes developed and implemented
Configuration Management process in place
for key elements of the simulation and link to
product design and construction
Evidence of peer review of process application
and output
Processes developed
Evidence of Configuration Management
process in place but not formally documented
Evidence of peer review of process application
and output

Figure 25: Ranking of processes and assessment
This factor is an assessment of the robustness of processes in place to manage the development,
operation, maintenance, analysis and reporting of the simulation. A clear suite of processes
should be developed and the interaction between each described in an Assurance Plan. There
are specific points related to Configuration & Change Management as this is deemed to be
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critical to the process. Configuration Management of the simulation tools, components and
software should be effectively managed as well as clear traceability to the design and build of
the product to be validated. Adherence to the processes is assessed as part of this factor as well
as the quality of the process documentation. Level 4 requires processes to formally issued and
implemented rigorously with continuous improvement activities in place, and rigorous
application of Configuration Management for all aspects of the simulation. A reduced level of
quality of documentation and process adherence leads to a reduced achievement level.
This factor also sets requirements for the level of independent and stakeholder review that is
required in order to achieve a defined level.
Level 4 requires progressive assurance throughout the process, and Independent review of
process compliance through lifecycle. It should be noted that the NoBo, DeBo or AsBo could be
used as the independent reviewers as required for Levels 3 and 4.
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4.3. Compensation Measures
4.3.1 Introduction
The third pillar of the concept allows for measures to be implemented to compensate for any
issues identified through the credibility assessment process which could increase the
trustworthiness of the simulation. These are measures that can be made external to the
development and use of the simulation but can be used to mitigate when the desired level for a
factor in the credibility assessment has not been achieved. Examples of compensation measures
are:



It may be appropriate to introduce safety factors if the desired level of credibility is not achieved
for results accuracy or uncertainty analysis
The use of additional test cases with the product may be used to gain greater assurance of the
simulations evidence of conformance i.e a partial virtual testing approach

The objective of this section, however, is not to list a specific series of possible generic actions
that could be used in an add-on fashion to prop up deficient simulation testing, but to outline
the generic process by which measures are identified, captured and acted upon. In respect to the
proposed framework, the following key questions with regards to compensation measures are
presented:
-

How are needs for compensation identified?
How are these needs captured and recorded for traceability?
How can appropriate actions be targeted to satisfy requirements?

The following sections will address these questions and propose a framework to generate
accountable evidence of a complete approval process record using both testing and
compensational testing measures.
The term ‘simulations’ is used in this section in addition to the singular ‘simulation’. It is
important to keep in mind the requirements for conjoining multiple sources of complimentary
evidence that initial requirements have been delivered, and supporting trust in such a transition.
It is unlikely in any proposal that a single simulation will satisfy all needs, but a combination of all
assessment methods (Software tests, SiL, HiL, Field tests) may be required. Simulations will need
to be both proven and perceived capable by relevant stakeholders before acceptance and
relevant delegation of authority (to the simulation) will take place.
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4.3.2 Identifying need for compensation – Simulation
Assessment Process
The premise of this process is that a simulation has been already selected as a viable method of
obtaining results pertinent to satisfying some or all of the Authorisation needs. The importance
here is to analytically derive where this proposed method falls short of meeting the required
targets for scrutiny, set initially in pillar 1. This section describes how these gaps can be identified
and recommends a documentation structure and process to guide users to a complete body of
evidence that is proof of meeting the requirements of approval process. This should be done
early in the process of defining the product testing schedule wherever possible.
The pillar 1 function is the process of eliciting stakeholder requirements and interpreting them to
a set of targets that need to be met by the proposed simulation. These targets intend to be
independent of the proposed testing strategy, and set the required level of scrutiny or intensity
to which each of the assessment criteria must be conducted. The simulations are assessed
against these criteria and can be found to be satisfactory or deficient. Capturing these
deficiencies against criteria enables a detailed and targeted approach on each of these in order
to recommend sufficient mitigation strategies to satisfy the original requirement.

4.3.3 Capturing Simulation Assessment
The proposed solution adopts a QFD style approach, where the simulations can be assessed
independently against the different required categories. This is an approach that can be
referenced in many industrial standards, e.g [6] sets out to formalise and offer guidance for the
QFD process. Figure 26 shows an example of this where a simulation is assessed against required
targets. Simulations are listed on the left-hand side of the column, with the simulation
assessment factors along the top, along with the target level obtained from pillar 1 is also
included here for reference. It is recommended that simulations obtain a reference number that
assists in managing configuration and version control where modifications and changes may
occur. This reference will specify a specific configuration or test scenario of the proposed study.
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Figure 26: Simulation assessment capture
Simulations are rated against each target area by assessing the performance capability against
the required descriptors within the tables detailed for each assessment factor. The process of
this requires a review of documented evidence of performance by auditors which should be
accompanied by a report prepared by the design team detailing the decision against each criteria
as part of the quality management process. The result of this assessment is summarised by a
score obtained for each category that is listed in the central column and is reflective of the
estimated level of attainment possible against this criteria.
From this position it is possible to assess how well a simulation matches the required
capabilities. A useful indicator of this is the ‘Deficiency’ value which is calculated as the assessed
level subtracted from the target level. A positive value shows underachievement and a negative
value shows overachievement. Clearly areas of underachievement are cause for concern so the
output of this process is that a referenced action that should be taken on each deficiency.
Although only indicative, this method also provides a metric for how much a simulation misses
the required target.
Adopting this method provides two useful possibilities. The first is using QFD in the traditional
sense to down-select from a portfolio of simulations the most suitable for the approval process
of interest. The primary output in this context, however, is understanding how well each target
level of assessment can be achieved by various simulation options. From this viewpoint,
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deficiencies in the approval process are made evident and processes can be implemented to
compensate for this.

4.3.4 Defining and recording mitigation strategies
In terms of providing an assured process, each of the deficiencies highlighted must be
acknowledged, and a mitigation strategy proposed. The viewpoint here is that any deficiency can
be considered and subsequently managed as a formal risk to complete or accurate approval. A
hazard and operability study (HAZOP) provides industrially recognised guidance on identifying
risks and mitigating actions to potential risks. The main variation in this process is that the risk
‘likelihood’ is not assessed and the terms risk is no longer appropriate. At this point in the
process the impact is not probabilistic in terms of occurrence (either the simulation is capable of
proving compliancy or it is not), but the way impact is addressed through this process is still
useful. The term deficiency is adopted for this reason.
Figure 27 shows a proposed table used to capture and summarise the effects and actions of a
deficiency. The columns align to those typically found in a risk analysis processes.

Ref

Simulation Ref Requireme Assessment
nts ref
Factor

Deficienc Impact
y Level
Assessment

Mitigation action New Impact Assessment

Field test
additional range.
Only partly
possible

D1.1 Sim1_v.2.0.13

Ref 1_12

Verification

2

D1.2 Sim1_v.2.0.13

Ref 1_12

Validation

1

Unable to
simulate across
full operational
range

System only able to
operate in restricted
range

Figure 27: Deficiency mitigation strategy
The table headings are described as:
-

Ref: The reference to the deficiency. This links to that shown in Figure 26
Simulation Ref: References the simulation to be used in this activity
Requirements Ref: References the source requirement against which the system of interest is to
be assessed
Assessment factor: The simulation assessment factor for which there is a deficiency
Deficiency Level: The level to which the simulation is below the target level.
Impact Assessment: A summary of the effect of failing to obtain the required assessment level
Mitigation action: A proposed course of action to satisfy approval action
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-

New Impact Assessment: A summary of the resultant capability of the proposed solution to meet
the intended requirement. Any outstanding areas of non-compliance are listed here.

Each of the deficiencies highlighted by the process shown in section 4.3.3 require recording in
the deficiency table and specific impact assessment and mitigation strategies made. It is this
reason why generic mitigation strategies are limited in use as it requires subject matter experts
to best understand the actions required to manage the impact identified. Actions suggested
need to be specific and targeted to address the particular approval need. The output of these
will be recorded in both an adjustment to any proposed testing portfolio and appropriate
comments made against the requirement in the compliance matrix.
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5. Assessing the Credibility of Simulation for use in Authorisation
The process of assessing simulations requires suitable mechanisms that it is accountable for
decisions made. The consequence of incorrect assessment suggests greater cost to the testing
process or an exaggeration in actual performance attributes which may overstate the capability
of particular simulations. Neither is a desirable outcome in terms of cost-efficiency or approval
assurance.
For the purposes of addressing the challenges of this action, the following assumptions are
made:
-

A Simulation is an existing method with known performance properties, or is to be designed but
the fundamental performance properties are known
A Simulation refers to software, SiL and HiL on their own or as pre-defined combinations
A Simulation is considered in the context of operational structure. This accounts for novice users
of existing technology, or the application of a simulation to a new area.

Each simulation to be used is to be assessed against each of the simulations assessment factors
and analysed against the required descriptors defined. Simulations are assessed with the
following key question in mind:
“What level of assessment is the proposed technology capable of achieving, in the context of the
requirement to be assessed and the operators who will be performing the assessment?”
Posing such a question ensures that simulations are not just assessed only on their fundamental
mechanistic make-up but are also assessed considering the new areas of application for existing
simulations, or existing systems being executed by new or inexperienced operatives. A degree of
subjectivity is inherent, and decisions will need ratifying according to suggested stakeholder
engagement activities. In such cases, local tailoring and allowing judgement through subject
expertise will be beneficial to the process, with expected targets set, and allows methods of
achieving these targets to be flexible.
The purpose of this overall framework is to optimise the test activities to maximise approval
assurance and minimise time/cost in the route to Authorisation. The approach here suggests
that the cost-effective options (often assumed to be simulation studies) are initially interrogated
to identify the completeness of approval possible, then plan and document additional activities
to ensure full coverage if required. These additional activities are the compensational measures
that will be required to satisfy the source requirements. The output of this process provides
useful decision making aids in assessment of an approval strategy in terms of its completeness of
coverage and level of scrutiny applied. The resulting documentary evidence created to
demonstrate traceability has the added benefit of supporting stakeholder engagement and
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understanding throughout the development. It is important to include assessment of changes in
process, stakeholder engagement and management structure to support development of trust. It
is not enough to consider any simulation method in isolation.
This section describes how simulations are assessed using the generic framework described in
the earlier sections and how the output may be documented to demonstrate compliance to the
design requirements.

5.1. Application of Generic Framework
Figure 28 shows the general workflow in the context of simulation assessment.

Figure 28: Simulation assessment process
The workflow shows how the three pillars of the generic framework interact and how the output
from the process may be recorded. The source requirements and design factors are evaluated to
determine a simulation assessment target level. The simulation is developed and then assessed
against the defined criteria for each of the factors of the credibility assessment. The simulation is
deemed to be acceptable for validation of the source requirements, and therefore use in the
Authorisation process, if the assessment criteria is met.
Compensation measures are defined where the assessed simulation is not able to achieve the
defined assessment criteria. These measures are required to be documented and reviewed by a
subject matter expert to confirm that the stated actions are sufficient to enable the simulation to
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be utilised for validation of source requirements in combination with the defined additional
activities.
The output of this process could be documented in an updated test plan detailing all the
activities to be undertaken for approval, and a compliance matrix that maps each requirement to
an activity or set of activities that subsequently satisfy it.

5.1.1 Documentation
Documentation requirements are set out in the credibility assessment factors. The Processes and
Assessment factor described in section 4.2.4.2 defines the process documentation requirements
to achieve each threshold level in the credibility assessment and the other factors outline what is
to be documented to offer demonstrable evidence that the relevant criteria have been achieved.
This suite of documentation is required to be collated to record the credibility assessment output
and provide assurance to stakeholders that the simulation is an acceptable validation means for
the product.
Simulations that meet the credibility assessment criteria may be used to validate the product
and, in this case, the test cases from the simulation may form part of the validation test plan and
the test results utilised as part of the compliance evidence.
In the case where the simulation fails to satisfy the relevant criteria of the credibility assessment
appropriate compensation measures need to be clearly documented as described in sections
4.3.3 and 4.3.4. The additional actions required to compensate for the identified deficiency in
the simulation, once accepted through independent review, will likely lead to modifications to
the validation test plan and the compliance evidence as the results from the simulation alone will
be insufficient to validate the product.
A useful tool to easily identify how approval requirements have been assessed is through the use
of a compliance matrix. Here, each regulatory requirement is listed line-by-line and is associated
with the method used to demonstrate compliance. The intention here is not to capture all
evidence within this document but to provide direct reference and signposts to where this can
be found. In this framework, the compliance matrix is particularly important to show how
blended approaches of simulation and field tests are brought together to satisfy requirements.
An example of this type of matrix approach is used within [7], which is implemented within the
development framework. This method identifies the requirements and/or justification of
tailoring specific requirements to meet targets.
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Figure 29 shows a proposed compliance matrix for this framework.
Requirements ref Requirement

Compliancy Description Simulation
Ref

Test Plan
Reference

Ref 1_12

Approval
requirement
text

System is partially
compliant…

Ref_test

Ref 1_13

..

..

Sim1_v.2.0.13

..

Comments

..

Figure 29: Compliance matrix example
The table headings are described as:






Requirements ref: reference to the initial approval requirement to be satisfied
Requirement: Text of original requirement
Compliancy description: Summary of the actions taken to satisfy this requirement
Test Plan Reference: Cross reference to the activities undertaken to satisfy the requirement
Comments: Open field, useful for discussing any borderline cases, areas of concession needed, or
resulting operating restrictions required.

The compliance matrix shows how the requirement has been satisfied by including a summary of
the resultant mechanisms adopted to achieve this. In general terms a requirement may be
shown to be satisfied by conducting a specific simulation study (which can be cross referenced in
the framework), and that simulation is shown to be assured by the assessment process
completed. This matrix provides traceability to the evidence required to demonstrate
compliance. It also provides an opportunity to highlight areas where requirements are only
partially satisfied by the simulation and to make a clear justification why the simulation result in
addition to the compensation measure demonstrates compliance.

5.2. Decision on Acceptability of Simulation
Ultimately the decision on acceptability of the simulation will reside with the organisation
receiving assurance. This will depend on the evidence to show that the simulation is
representative of the real product, utilised in a controlled manner and that the results are
appropriate for the validation of the product. The documented output from this generic
framework intends to provide the demonstrable evidence that the simulation satisfies that
objective. The independent assessment of the documentation provides further assurance that
the simulation is credible for the purposes of product validation.
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The level of independent review is defined in the ‘Process and Assessment’ credibility factor
(section 4.2.4.2) and varies depending on the simulation category as shown below:
Level
4
3
2
1

Level of Independent Review
Progressive assurance throughout the process
Independent review of process compliance through lifecycle.
Progressive assurance throughout the process
Independent review of process compliance through lifecycle.
Peer review implemented through lifecycle
Formal internal peer review

Figure 30: Level of independent review for each threshold level
The technical review of the documentation to support the use of the simulation and to confirm
the appropriateness of any compensation measures to be implemented should be completed by
a subject matter expert. The output of this review should be documented in a formal Technical
Assessment Report issued by an organisationally independent assessor to achieve Level 3 and 4.
This report will need to be referenced as part of the compliance evidence to be issued to the
relevant Approval Bodies. As stated earlier in the document, the NoBo, DeBo or AsBo could
provide this independent review if they have the resource competent to complete the activity.
Reviews should also be held with key stakeholders throughout the lifecycle. Stakeholders
participating in the process will develop trust based on experience (dynamically so), trustworthy
behaviour and transparency. It requires context driven metrics to prove and certify. There is a
potential for over reliance – accessible analytical transparency reduces the likelihood and impact
of this.
Transparency in this context considers the importance of providing explanation and rationale
throughout the process, to explain the otherwise intangible, both in terms of content and
communication. Any models developed must be explainable. Detail should be representative
(necessary complexity hidden), but does not need to be exhaustive (which may negate some of
the benefits from the simulation process). The necessity of transparency and trustworthiness is
not new, especially for virtual operations (e.g. considered within cloud services, healthcare and
e-commerce, for example). There is recognition that integrating different stakeholders (e.g.
designers, managers, users, independent assessors) into the process supports this. It is not
enough to develop a process that is trustworthy – it must be developed and tested to support
trust development for the relevant stakeholders.
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6. Recommendations for further development
This section documents the recommendations for further work to develop the generic
framework further towards the objective of producing an industry standard. The following
recommendations are made:
1. The first pillar, Simulation Categorisation, defines the method for determining the Simulation
Assessment Level in section 4.1.2 through the assessment of regulatory and design factors. The
matrix used in the process should be further validated to ensure that the output it generates is
appropriate and achievable for a range of simulations. This may be achieved by testing the
process to determine if the derived criteria for a particular simulation are achievable or
comparable to those in existing standards where available.
2. The second pillar, Credibility Assessment, defines the requirements which are necessary to
achieve levels 1 to 4. How this can be proven is also indicated in the section 4.2 with example
methods to be used. These example methods have often been developed in specific technical
fields of application, but their use for other fields of application is often possible with an
appropriately generic formulation. In this way, further example methods can be developed with
which it is possible to show compliance with the requirements for each level. They can usefully
complement the presented approach in this document. The addition of possible methods would
also simplify the application and thus increase the acceptance of the generic framework.
3. In the third pillar, Compensational Measures, the procedural way is shown to identify their
necessity and to document their use. A useful and, above all, profitable addition is to expand the
list of possible measures that may be used for compensation. This can be done in a similar way to
the extension of example methods to demonstrate individual requirement levels in pillar 2:
Deriving field-specific approaches through generic formulation. This expansion could also make
the generic framework even more practical.

Discussions have already commenced with the PIVOT2 and PINTA3 S2R projects regarding the
application of this framework to their virtual testing developments as a trial and to provide
further feedback for the future development.
It is expected that the future work will be led by CEN/TC256/WG55 and CENELEC/TC9X/WG32.
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7. Appendices
7.1. Supporting information
7.1.1 Robust solutions and Sensitivity Analysis
Modelling and simulation of real-world systems are increasingly used to replace physical testing
where: i) the number and cost of testing is prohibitive; ii) where the system under test has too
many inputs and control parameters that makes it difficult to perform an exhaustive test across
all combinations/permutations; and, iii) the system comprises many subsystems some of which
may still be under development. The usefulness of simulations as part of a validation/approval
process relies on the accuracy and reliability of its outputs.
It is important to note that models and simulations represent the real world through
abstractions or approximations from different perspectives (mechanical, electrical, system
performance, dynamic response etc.,) and can never completely mimic the real behaviour of a
system. This means the outcome of a simulation is subject to imprecision and modelling
uncertainties which can interact with each other.
From a theoretical point of view, such systems result in a multi-objective optimisation problem.
Analysis of these systems results in Pareto-optimal solutions where the effect of parameter
uncertainty in deﬁning the optimal solution drives the need for a robust solution that is defined
as one in which is insensitive to the perturbation of the decision variables [8]. The decision
variables are those factors that are deemed to have the greatest impact on the validation. From
a practical perspective, to qualify as a robust solution, each Pareto-optimal solution has to
demonstrate its insensitivity towards small perturbations in its decision variable values. Noting
that not all simulations can be used outside their original context meaning their context of use
must be known. Consequently, it is important to define all assumptions regarding a specific
model or simulation since the context in which it has been developed may have consequences
for the way its outputs are used as part of a validation/approval process.

Sensitivity analysis (SA)
Sensitivity analysis enables essential insights on model behaviour, its structure its response to
changes in the model inputs to be evaluated [9]. Sensitivity analysis facilitates the inspection of
the relationships between inputs, internal parameters and outputs of a model or simulation. In
particular, threshold values of the internal parameters/equation coefficients and inputs are
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evaluated against the magnitude of the effect they have on the outputs. In the case of a black
box model this is limited to how the input variables affect changes on output parameters. A key
concern is to establish characterisation of the stability of outputs and which input variables have
the biggest effect. SA can be viewed as a method to explore the parameter behaviour globally by
calculating localised sensitivity indices over the entire parameter space.
Common approaches to performing a SA include:
1. One-factor-at-a-time - sensitivity analysis involves selecting an initial base parameter setting
(known as the nominal set) and then varying one parameter at a time while keeping all other
parameters fixed.
2. Global sensitivity analysis - aims to determine interaction effects by sampling the model output
over a wide range of parameter values.

SA is a critical requirement for any simulation validation since it provides supporting evidence to
confirm compliance of a particular simulation, or mix of methods, as appropriate for validation of
a given system. It can be used to confirm calibration of the system against required performance.
Figure 31 shows the process for determining SA and leads to confirming the key decision
variables that are required for identifying differences between simulation based testing and
physical world testing.
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Figure 31: Sensitivity analysis viewed as a process
The output of the SA process is illustrated in Figure 32, SA results in a sensitivity matrix that
relates the inputs and validation requirements (influencers) to the required key performance
indicators (KPIs).
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Figure 32: Sensitivity Matrix as a function of KPIs linked to required validation parameters
Figure 33 shows how the output from a SA may be interpreted (in this case a hypothetical
braking distance analysis of two different configurations comprising three different component
systems. These charts show the spread of the SA outputs.
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Figure 33: Hypothetical SA for three braking Solutions
In a system comprising safety critical elements, SA need to include spatial and temporal
correlations that may exist among input data values. Whilst this can be achieved with Monte
Carlo methods this can lead to significant output variable values and involve significant
computational time.
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